Lyrics as Poetry

1. Choose one of your favorite school appropriate songs.

   **IF THERE IS ANY PROFANITY OR INAPPROPRIATE LANGUAGE IN YOUR LYRICS YOU WILL RECEIVE A ZERO FOR THIS ASSIGNMENT!!**

2. Find the lyrics to that songs.
3. Copy and paste those lyrics into a Microsoft Word Document.
   a. Sometimes these student computers won’t let you “copy and paste” by using the right click on the mouse. You must highlight the text and click “Edit” on the menu bar in the top left corner.

4. Then paste that text into your Microsoft Word Document. With your text you must have the WEB ADDRESS from where you got the lyrics. Copy and paste the web address at the end of the lyrics.

   **IF YOU DO NOT HAVE A WEB ADDRESS YOU DO NOT HAVE CREDIT.**

5. After you have pasted the lyrics find 2 of your 50 terms in the lyrics.
6. Create a text box, put it next to the example, and write like we did yesterday: a. term, b. explanation of the term within the lyrics.
7. After you have found two terms in one song
   Find another song and two more different terms.

**Do this on one document (it may take multiple pages), and then submit that document to turnitin.com**